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OFFICIAL MEDIA RELEASE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

M1 SOLUTION FOR PRESIDENT TRUMP BRINGS GLORY BACK TO USA! 

CIREBON, JAVA, Indonesia, March 12, 2018 – Donald Trump’s announcement on Dec. 21, 2017 to 
declare a national emergency in response to severe human rights abuses and corruption around the world, 
inspired an invitation from the King of Kailasa (aka M1), to offer the US President the ONLY economic 
solution to end the world debt slavery system. This historic invitation, M1 SOLUTION FOR USA, Ref: M1-
SOLUTION/2018-2-27/USA, was delivered to President Trump on February 27, 2018 following the 
distribution to all world government embassies and agencies, of the UN Swissindo Mandate to the United 
Nations Secretary General, H.E. Antonio Guterres, to end the corrupt world debt slavery system and 
restore abundance to all 7.4 billion humans, in every country of the world. The acceptance of this invitation 
is parallel to the Green Hilton Agreement that President JF Kennedy signed with President Sukarno 
(previous M1), on November 14, 1963, just 8 days before his assassination. The significance and impact is 
even greater, with its ties to UN Swissindo’s over 78 billion kgs of gold and platinum. 

The Mandate, delivered January 10, 2018 to UN Secretary General, H.E. Antonio Guterres, was 
distributed to each UN Country Member, including America and Switzerland – who no longer hold currency 
printing rights, due a lapse on August 17, 2015, of the 70 year lease agreement since 1945 – to instruct 
them to exercise the printing of the gold backed global currency “ESTWO” for 20% of each Country Quota 
for US $138.99 Trillion.  

UN Swissindo’s Top President, Royal K.681 H.M. MR.A1.Sino.AS.S”2”.IR.Soegihartonotonegoro 
H.W.ST.M1, aka “M1”, as Single Holder of all world assets and collateral (Kingdom & Country), and Single 
Owner, Command, Control and Comptroller of Nations Currency, has offered President Trump a 
SOLUTION to bring the Glory back to USA, through UN Swissindo Payment Order 1-11 (P1-11) program, 
which includes:  

 Guaranteed Debt Burden Liberation Certificate (DBLC) for the national country debt of the 
United States of America, around US$ 20 Trillion, to be paid in full by UN Swissindo. 

 Guaranteed Debt Burden Liberation Certificate (DBLC) program, which has been in effect since 4 
February 2016, to fulfill the obligation to prosper and restore or implement Liberation to the nations, 
including the United States of America and the 253 countries, who are ensnared in the Debt Burden, 
providing a credit of up to $2 billion Rupiah for each individual, or rough equivalent up to US $150,000 
(One Hundred Fifty Thousand) and credit up to US $2 Billion for each non-individual, corporation.  

 M1 Master Bond Voucher (M1V), validated May 9, 2017, to realize the welfare and fulfil the mandate 
of God Almighty, for equalization of the People’s Welfare, in all parts of America, and the world’s 7.6 
Billion People, which provides a lifetime basic income of US $600 (Six Hundred Dollars) monthly for 
students up to 17 years and US $1,200 (One Thousand and Two Hundred) monthly, for every world 
citizen 17 years and over with a valid ID.  

 M1 grants a new Foreign Exchange rate of 2% for the USA government, according to the population 
data of year 2016-2017, with assumption growth of 5% per year, per M1V transaction. 

 M1 grants the USA to exercise the printing of global currency ESTWO for 20% of each Country 
Quota, in the amount of US$ 138,990,000,000,000.00 (One Hundred and Thirty Eight Trillion, Nine 



Hundred Ninety Billion), in 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 denominations with the Exchange Rate of 225 against the 
local currency, in accordance with M1’s Mandate letter to the Secretary General of UN (M1-
UN/MANDATE/02012018). 

 The implementation of THE VENUS PROJECT of the Future Cities in America, to build and 
implement equality of growth and development of integrated infrastructure as part of the Construction 
of the Universe. 

As part of the UN Swissindo P1-11 program, available for the USA and the entire 253/357 countries. This 
is an opportunity to give back Human Rights, Equal Justice and Sovereignty to All People, to solve the 
challenges of the United States of America and the World. 

The Mandate to UN Sec. Gen. and the M1 SOLUTION to USA are based on UN-Approval No. Misa 
81704/17-8-1945, to the end of the 70 year lease Period 17-8-2015,  in accord with the Historical Legal 
Background; UPU-Universal Postal Union Registration on 01-05-1887, with the official name of 
Indonesia, ID 3166/Alpha 02; Semar Super Semmar, 11-3-2014; Mahkamah Agung Indonesia Joint 
Decree Letter, SPRIN NO.UN-81704/009 M1, which declares, including Indonesia as the World 
Lighthouse in the Aklamasi Akbar (Grand Acclamation), on 16-10-2016 at Taman Pandang Monas, 
Jakarta-Indonesia; the existence of the Final Audit, INFINITE BANK STATEMENT of The Committee of 
300 - The World Bank Group-United Nations Ref. ASBLP-0330-2012 and EURO CLEAR 2014 and 
BULLION BIG BANK RATU MAS KENCANA ROOM A1-1A, as the World Central Bank. 

The UN-SWISSINDO Global Finance system will escort the world's ECOSOC Mission, as PEACE 
KEEPERS and re-guarantee the global transaction through the P1-11 program. 

The release of this World Supply is in accordance with the Declaration of Asset Usage 04 October 2017, 
signed by SWISSINDO WORLD TRUST INTERNATIONAL ORBIT (The Committee of 300 - The World 
Bank Group - United Nations); Legal and Lawful under article 2 section 2-8 UN-Convention.  

All world governments and International Banks are invited to arrange and accept a similar agreement with 
M1, as part of the Bullion Bank Transaction, preserved for International Treaties agreements and 
transactions. 

International Unity is of great importance for resolution from a multi-dimensional economic crisis, including 
the National Emergency Economy that is afflicting every UN Member State, which must be considered for 
the sake of security and saving every global financial problem, in all countries of the world.  

M1 also states, “PLEASE START PEACE AND STOP WWIII! This is the time for PEACE and for the 
military to protect the human rights, so that everyone on Earth can support the demonstration of highest 
diplomacy for PEACE. It is time to circle the Earth with Peace, to restore human value and dignity, and 
annihilate all forms of colonization created through a debt slavery banking system. All forms of human 
conflict must now be resolved and healed … We can start with stating that GOD IS ONE!” 

For any additional info, visit website swissindo dot news 
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